JavaScript TV App Developer
Do you see yourself building the latest Instagram, Xite or Wall Street Journal app for TV? Or that cool
game that can be played in more than 40 million worldwide?
As a Javascript TV App Developer you develop independent (international) TV apps which will run on top
of the Metrological Application Platform on Settopboxes from TV operators. Depending on the customer,
you will start with your own creativity or you will work on the client’s specific wishes. The result of your
work? The apps are used daily, worldwide, in the TV App Stores of, among others, Liberty Global (Ziggo
/ UPC), Ooredoo and KPN.
You are part of the development team, consisting of 40 team members, including Frontend and Backend
Developers, QA, Designers and Embedded Engineers.
Qualifications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor working and thinking level (must);
Experience with the development of apps is not a requirement, but you are experienced with the
entire software development process (must);
At least 3 years of experience with Javascript (must);
You have experience developing in a resource constrained environment (eg limited memory,
GPU, CPU) (must); Especially legacy settopboxes may be very constrained.
Experience with Photoshop and Illustrator (advantage);
Experience with NodeJS (advantage);
You have an excellent command of the English language, in word and in writing. Dutch is an
advantage;
You show initiative, are pro-active and show creativity.

Metrological
Metrological provides a cloud-based software solution to make apps on TV available to TV operators
such as Comcast, KPN, Liberty Global and Ooredoo. In addition, we offer operators a library of apps with
premium and long tail content. The platform is live in many countries across the globe and has a reach of
40 million households worldwide. Our office is located in the heart of Wroclaw and can best be described
as a modern and inspiring work environment with an informal but professional atmosphere. With a closeknit team of more than 50 young and ambitious employees, we work daily on the (further) development
of our TV Application Framework
We offer
As a Javascript TV App Developer you can use your own creativity and you work on the product of the
future. You have a workplace within an inspiring environment with the latest equipment, so that you can
get the best out of yourself and the job.
In addition to a good salary (depending on knowledge and experience), you get a laptop and mobile
phone. In order to continue to develop you, we offer you various training opportunities. Because
Metrological is growing strongly, the (growth) possibilities are virtually unlimited.
How to apply?
Send your CV with a motivation letter pointing out why you would like to apply for this position to Nienke
Jongejan.
E: recruitment@metrological.com
M: +31 6 83799348

